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Abstract 

The paper presents results from a study, conducted in the beginning of the year, with the purpose to 
determine how the human resource management function is realized in Bulgarian tourist organizations 
and specifically to identify possible problems. The study includes fifty accidentally chosen organizations 
from the hotel keeping branch, of approximately equal size (from three to five star hotels with over ��� 
employees). Consecutively are presented the practices, connected with basic activities, composing the 
human resource management, as well as summary results from the analysis given as recommendations 
for the management.
It has established as a general conclusion that the practices connected with HRM in the investigated 
hotels, have some positive sides, but dominate the negative aspects that need an elaboration. The taking The takingThe taking 
of actions directed towards improvement of HRM in these organizations is a consequence from the 
awareness that: �) the quality of the tourist product in the hotel keeping is in direct dependence on the: �) the quality of the tourist product in the hotel keeping is in direct dependence on the) the quality of the tourist product in the hotel keeping is in direct dependence on the the quality of the tourist product in the hotel keeping is in direct dependence on thethe quality of the tourist product in the hotel keeping is in direct dependence on the 
quality of the human resource�� i��� the �olicy for its mana�ement an�� ��� in the con��itions of a �lo�al�� i��� the �olicy for its mana�ement an�� ��� in the con��itions of a �lo�ali��� the �olicy for its mana�ement an�� ��� in the con��itions of a �lo�al��� the �olicy for its mana�ement an�� ��� in the con��itions of a �lo�al the policy for its management and �) in the conditions of a global �) in the conditions of a global) in the conditions of a global in the conditions of a globalin the conditions of a global 
economic and financial crisis, not only the survival of the organizations but their prosperity as well, are, not only the survival of the organizations but their prosperity as well, are not only the survival of the organizations but their prosperity as well, are 
connected mostly with identification and preservation of the quality part of their personnel. 
Key words: anti-crisis personnel policy, economical crisis, hotel keeping, human resources, tourism., human resources, tourism. human resources, tourism., tourism.tourism.

Introduction

tourism is a basic branch of bulgarian economy, with chances for quick development 
and respectively an increasing share in gDp of the country (andreeva, 2010). but unfortunately 
bulgaria could not establish itself as a desired\attractive tourist destination yet and one of the 
main reasons for this is that the quality of service in the branch is considerably behind compared 
to the world standards and the preferences of the contemporary tourist. all studies in bulgarian 
resort complexes indicate that the degree of satisfaction from the level of services is lower 
in comparison with the other competitive countries – greece, spain and turkey, for example 
(according to data from the government agency of tourism and national institute of statistics,, 
2010).).

having in mind that the tourist product’s quality in hotel keeping is in direct dependence 
on the quality of the human resources in the organization (gabriel, 1988), the following question, the following question the following question 
arises: is it possible the indications for inefficiency of personnel to represent mistakes of the: is it possible the indications for inefficiency of personnel to represent mistakes of the is it possible the indications for inefficiency of personnel to represent mistakes of the 
system for its management or are due to objectively existing circumstances beyond the control 
of the human resource managers�� for example, the deep economical crisis which stirs a striving�� for example, the deep economical crisis which stirs a striving for example, the deep economical crisis which stirs a striving 
for survival through inevitable reduction of expenses, including these for human resources expenses, including these for human resourcesexpenses, including these for human resources, including these for human resourcesincluding these for human resources 
(iliev & Koleva, 2010). 2010).)..

provoked by this question, the main purpose of the present study is to determine how 
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126 the human resource management function is realized in fifty accidentally chosen bulgarian 
tourist organizations and specifically to identify some possibly existing problems with the 
basic activities, composing this function, and namely - human resource planning, recruitment - human resource planning, recruitmenthuman resource planning, recruitment 
and selection, introduction of the newly appointed, training, motivation and assessment of 
personnel. the scientific interest and practical importance of such a study are concerned with the 
opportunity, on the basis of the results, to recommend some suitable actions to the management some suitable actions to the managementsome suitable actions to the management suitable actions to the managementsuitable actions to the management the managementthe management 
in order to surmount the determined problems. problems.problems..

Methodology of Research

the research followed four basic steps.
Step �����e�t�������e�e�e��p�e�t��� ��e�t�������e�e�e��p�e�t��e�t�������e �e�e��p�e�t. theresearch instrument, i.e. thepaperquestionnairethe research instrument, i.e. the paper questionnaire 

used in the study, was developed in 7 sectionscontainingabout3-4closedquestions, and including7 sectionscontainingabout3-4closedquestions, and includingsections containing about 3-4closedquestions, and including3-4closedquestions, and including-4closedquestions, and including closedquestions, and includingclosed questions, and including, and includingand including 
the opportunity for free comments on the part of the respondent. every section was connected. every section was connectedevery section was connected 
with a concrete activity from the hrm function and was respectively operationalized through 
several empirical indicators. the first section included the existence of a hrm job\department. the first section included the existence of a hrm job\departmentthe first section included the existence of a hrm job\department\departmentdepartment 
in the organization and its place in the organizational structure, as well as the availability of, as well as the availability ofas well as the availability of 
software for hrm. the second section of questions was connected with the subject, engaged. the second section of questions was connected with the subject, engagedthe second section of questions was connected with the subject, engaged, engagedengaged 
with the human resource planning, as well as the methods used for prognostication of the future, as well as the methods used for prognostication of the futureas well as the methods used for prognostication of the future 
needs of personnel�� ��e ���rd se���on ��s �onne��ed ���� ��e pro��s�on of ��e ne�ess�r�� personnel���� ��e ���rd se���on ��s �onne��ed ���� ��e pro��s�on of ��e ne�ess�r�� personnel��he third section was connected with the provision of the necessary personnel, 
including who performs this, the preferred sources of candidates (inside or outside), methods, the preferred sources of candidates (inside or outside), methodsthe preferred sources of candidates (inside or outside), methods, methodsmethods 
for recruitment, who and how develops the job characteristics, the technology of selection, etc., who and how develops the job characteristics, the technology of selection, etc.who and how develops the job characteristics, the technology of selection, etc., the technology of selection, etc.the technology of selection, etc. 
the fourth section concerned the introducing training of the newly appointed employees – employees –employees – – its 
contents and duration. the fifth section had to do with the periodical training of the existing. the fifth section had to do with the periodical training of the existingthe fifth section had to do with the periodical training of the existing 
personnel – its frequency, forms and methods used. its frequency, forms and methods used., forms and methods used.forms and methods used.. the sixth section was connected with the 
practiced forms of employment,, base for personnel provision,, financial and other stimuli used.. 
and finally, the seventh section concerned the periodicity and technology of the personnel 
attestation, criteria and connection with the reward system in the organization., criteria and connection with the reward system in the organization.criteria and connection with the reward system in the organization..

Step ��� ��ete�t���� t�e ����e�� ���t���e�t ��� ��ete�t���� t�e ����e�� ���t���e�t��ete�t���� t�e ����e�� ���t���e�t. the pilot (trial) testing of the questionnaire testing of the questionnairetesting of the questionnaire 
was done in a sample of 5 people, as a result of which were made slight corrections5 people, as a result of which were made slight correctionspeople, as a result of which were made slight corrections, as a result of which were made slight correctionsas a result of which were made slight corrections were made slight correctionswere made slight corrections in its 
contents..

Step ��� ��� C����c���� t�e ����e��. the research sample was formed on the principle of the 
responding (accessible).. as the intention was to cover maximum respondents, a great number, a great numbera great number 
of hotels with similar characteristics and of approximately equal size (from three to five star 
hotels with over 200 employees) were chosen from the business guide and their top managers top managerstop managers 
were contacted by phone.. unfortunately, many of them refused an access for different reasons,, many of them refused an access for different reasons,many of them refused an access for different reasons,, 
so the study was conducted only there,, where it was possible.. because some elements of the 
population had no chance of selection and remained ‘out of coverage’, the sample could not, the sample could notthe sample could not 
be thought as representative. hence, because the selection of elements was nonrandom and. hence, because the selection of elements was nonrandom andhence, because the selection of elements was nonrandom and 
nonprobability sampling did not allow the estimation of sampling errors, the information about 
the relationship between sample and population is limited, making it difficult to extrapolate 
from the sample to the population.

so, a self-completion survey was used for investigation of representatives of the 
management (top, middle and lower level) and administrative personnel in 50 hotels, located on, middle and lower level) and administrative personnel in 50 hotels, located onmiddle and lower level) and administrative personnel in 50 hotels, located on50 hotels, located onhotels, located on, located onlocated on 
the black sea. the return quota was relatively high – from 300 distributed 289 questionnaires – from 300 distributed 289 questionnairesfrom 300 distributed 289 questionnaires300 distributed 289 questionnairesdistributed 289 questionnaires289 questionnairesquestionnaires 
were returned back�� moreover they contained sufficiently comprehensive information. the�� moreover they contained sufficiently comprehensive information. themoreover they contained sufficiently comprehensive information. the information. theinformation. the. thethe 
respondents had two weeks at their disposal for completion of the questionnaires, which gave, which gavewhich gave 
them a relatively good opportunity to consider their answers and to approach conscientiously 
and thoroughly to the task..
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127Step ��� ��� D�t� ���������. subsequently the results were statistically processed with ms 
excel, as the analysis was limited only to frequency distributions..  

Results of Research 

some of the more significant results from the conducted study are presented very 
synthesized in seven logically consecutive sections..

Positioning of Human Resource Management (HRM) function in the Organization
in three of the investigated organizations there exists (although not large) hrm hrmhrm 

department, which activity is directly submitted to the hotel manager’s orders�� 28 hotels have a, which activity is directly submitted to the hotel manager’s orders�� 28 hotels have awhich activity is directly submitted to the hotel manager’s orders�� 28 hotels have a�� 28 hotels have ahotels have a 
manager or specialist in hrm, and in the rest 19 there isn’t such position., and in the rest 19 there isn’t such position.and in the rest 19 there isn’t such position.19 there isn’t such position.there isn’t such position..

Figure 1: Results from the question “Is there a HR department in your organiza-
tion?”

the greatest part of the hotels does not have a computer system for hrm (45),45),), some 
use independent software (4),4),), and only one uses integrated information system.

Human Resource Planning

the planning of the necessary personnel is duty and responsibility of the immediate 
managers, according to 93 �� of the respondents�� in the rest cases it is considered as an93 �� of the respondents�� in the rest cases it is considered as anof the respondents�� in the rest cases it is considered as an�� in the rest cases it is considered as anin the rest cases it is considered as an 
engagement of the hrm specialists, performed in a close collaboration with the hotel manager, performed in a close collaboration with the hotel managerperformed in a close collaboration with the hotel manager 
and the managers of the other departments..

  

Figure 2: Results from the question “Who is engaged with the planning of the 
necessary personnel?” 

Viara SLAVIANSKA. Some Problems with Human Resource Management in Bulgarian Tourist  Organizations
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128 the prognostication of the manpower in all studied hotels is done on the basis of intuition 
and previous experience. it makes an impression the lack of interest in the quantitative methods,. it makes an impression the lack of interest in the quantitative methods,it makes an impression the lack of interest in the quantitative methods, 
which are known for their high precision of the prognoses, as well as in the other methods for, as well as in the other methods foras well as in the other methods for 
prognostication - the expert assessment and work investigation. - the expert assessment and work investigation. the expert assessment and work investigation..

Recruitment and Selection of Personnel

the recruitment of personnel is done by the immediate manager or the hotel manager,, 
but always after the approval of the executive manager.. all investigated organizations give their 
preferences to the internal recruitment, as far as the permanent administrative staff is concerned., as far as the permanent administrative staff is concerned.as far as the permanent administrative staff is concerned.. 
one of the hotels uses so called �card for replacements”, which indicates who can replace�card for replacements”, which indicates who can replacecard for replacements”, which indicates who can replace”, which indicates who can replace which indicates who can replace 
whom, the opportunities for promotions. only if a suitable candidate is missing, the vacant job, the opportunities for promotions. only if a suitable candidate is missing, the vacant jobthe opportunities for promotions. only if a suitable candidate is missing, the vacant job. only if a suitable candidate is missing, the vacant jobonly if a suitable candidate is missing, the vacant job, the vacant jobthe vacant job 
is advertised on the external market through internet and local daily papers, without the role of through internet and local daily papers, without the role ofthrough internet and local daily papers, without the role of, without the role ofwithout the role of 
the personal contacts and recommendations from own employees to be underestimated. as far. as faras far 
as the seasonal employees and the low qualified jobs are concerned, it is practiced advertisement are concerned, it is practiced advertisementare concerned, it is practiced advertisement 
of the vacant job on the external market, as 40 �� of the investigated point out that the hotels, as 40 �� of the investigated point out that the hotelsas 40 �� of the investigated point out that the hotels 40 �� of the investigated point out that the hotelsof the investigated point out that the hotels investigated point out that the hotelsinvestigated point out that the hotels point out that the hotelspoint out that the hotels 
prefer to rely on the personnel, employed in previous seasons., employed in previous seasons.employed in previous seasons.. 

all studied organizations have at their disposal job characteristics (as the labor code (as the labor code(as the labor code 
obliges them). according to 14 �� of the respondents, they are designed by the hrm specialists,. according to 14 �� of the respondents, they are designed by the hrm specialists,according to 14 �� of the respondents, they are designed by the hrm specialists,14 �� of the respondents, they are designed by the hrm specialists,of the respondents, they are designed by the hrm specialists,, they are designed by the hrm specialists,they are designed by the hrm specialists,, 
together with the department heads, as for this purpose they use questionnaires, observation and, as for this purpose they use questionnaires, observation andas for this purpose they use questionnaires, observation and, observation andobservation and 
the reports with the employees’ assessments, which the direct managers periodically provide., which the direct managers periodically provide.which the direct managers periodically provide.. 
in the rest cases the characteristics are taken already prepared from other similar organizations. organizations.organizations.. 
the predominant part of the investigated (84 ��) affirm, that the selection for the low qualified (84 ��) affirm, that the selection for the low qualified(84 ��) affirm, that the selection for the low qualified84 ��) affirm, that the selection for the low qualified) affirm, that the selection for the low qualified, that the selection for the low qualified that the selection for the low qualified 
jobs is done by the direct managers, using the following technology: the hrm specialist: the hrm specialistthe hrm specialist 
examines the documents, gives the approved candidatures to the respective managers, they 
conduct interviews with the candidates and choose the most suitable one (sometimes together one (sometimes togetherone (sometimes together 
with hrm). other selection techniques are not practiced (professional and psychometric tests,. other selection techniques are not practiced (professional and psychometric tests,other selection techniques are not practiced (professional and psychometric tests, are not practiced (professional and psychometric tests,are not practiced (professional and psychometric tests,, 
written exams, graphology, assessment centers and so on). for the high qualified jobs the choice, graphology, assessment centers and so on). for the high qualified jobs the choicegraphology, assessment centers and so on). for the high qualified jobs the choice, assessment centers and so on). for the high qualified jobs the choiceassessment centers and so on). for the high qualified jobs the choice. for the high qualified jobs the choicefor the high qualified jobs the choice 
is made by the general manager or the hotel manager.

 

Figure 3: Results from the question “Who prepares the job characteristics in 
your organization?”

89 �� of the investigated point out that the direct managers are not trained in the techniquesof the investigated point out that the direct managers are not trained in the techniques that the direct managers are not trained in the techniquesthat the direct managers are not trained in the techniques 
for interviewing. they apply only autobiographical interview (stress or problem solving ones. they apply only autobiographical interview (stress or problem solving onesthey apply only autobiographical interview (stress or problem solving ones (stress or problem solving ones(stress or problem solving ones 
are not practiced). in the selection process are not used personal specifications, as according. in the selection process are not used personal specifications, as accordingin the selection process are not used personal specifications, as according, as accordingas according 
to 59 �� of the respondents the basic selection criteria are the length of practice on a similar59 �� of the respondents the basic selection criteria are the length of practice on a similarof the respondents the basic selection criteria are the length of practice on a similar 
position, as well as mastering of at least one foreign language. in the rest organizations, the. in the rest organizations, thein the rest organizations, the 
previous experience and foreign knowledge have only advisable character�� obviously they share�� obviously they shareobviously they share 
the wide spread public opinion for the tourist professions as quite easy ones (and respectively 

 
14�� 

86�� 

0�� 
the hrm specialists, in 
collaboraion with the 
department heads 
they are taken from other 
similar organizations 
outside consulting 
organizaions 
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129not too prestigious) or are inclined to invest in training of the newly appointed. or are inclined to invest in training of the newly appointed.or are inclined to invest in training of the newly appointed..
the appointment is expressed in signing of term or termless labor agreements. only in. only inonly in 

four organizations the first two weeks are treated as a test period, after which each of the sides, after which each of the sidesafter which each of the sides 
takes its decision for signing of agreement.. 

Introduction of the Newly Appointed Employees

according to 83�� from the respondents, the organizations provide some introduction83�� from the respondents, the organizations provide some introductionfrom the respondents, the organizations provide some introduction, the organizations provide some introductionthe organizations provide some introduction 
period for the newly appointed employees, as the goals, content and duration of the training, as the goals, content and duration of the trainingas the goals, content and duration of the training, content and duration of the trainingcontent and duration of the training 
may vary, but always it is considered as an engagement of the direct manager (the rest claim that, but always it is considered as an engagement of the direct manager (the rest claim thatbut always it is considered as an engagement of the direct manager (the rest claim that (the rest claim thatthe rest claim that thatthat 
the introduction in the job is done by the colleagues). it may take the form of instructions for). it may take the form of instructions forit may take the form of instructions for 
anti fire safety, acquaintance with the basic characteristics and opportunities of the hotel, with, withwith 
the specificity and the organization of work, the elements of the working process, the internal, the elements of the working process, the internalthe elements of the working process, the internal, the internalthe internal 
regulations, the exact duties on the job, the structure of the department, the colleagues, the, the exact duties on the job, the structure of the department, the colleagues, thethe exact duties on the job, the structure of the department, the colleagues, the, the structure of the department, the colleagues, the the structure of the department, the colleagues, the, the colleagues, thethe colleagues, the, thethe 
work time, etc. there are not used advertising films, written guidance\handbooks with the basic, written guidance\handbooks with the basicwritten guidance\handbooks with the basic\handbooks with the basichandbooks with the basic with the basicwith the basic 
requirements, rules, firm’s traditions and customs. in 60 �� of the cases the provided period is, rules, firm’s traditions and customs. in 60 �� of the cases the provided period isrules, firm’s traditions and customs. in 60 �� of the cases the provided period is, firm’s traditions and customs. in 60 �� of the cases the provided period isfirm’s traditions and customs. in 60 �� of the cases the provided period is. in 60 �� of the cases the provided period isin 60 �� of the cases the provided period is60 �� of the cases the provided period isof the cases the provided period is 
one week, and in the other – two weeks.. 
  

 

 

83�� 

17�� 0�� 

the direct manager 
the colleagues 
the hrm specialist 

  

Figure 4: Results from the question “Who does the introduction training of the 
newly appointed employees?”

but usually this introduction is not practiced for different reasons: it is considered as: it is considered asit is considered as 
unnecessary, as the appointed candidate has a previous experience on a similar job or has 
been appointed in the organization during the previous season, or the dynamics of the activity 
requires immediate taking up the working duties and there is no time for introduction in the and there is no time for introduction in theand there is no time for introduction in the in thein the 
working atmosphere..

Training of Personnel

most of the investigated (78 ��) point out that their organizations are not inclined to78 ��) point out that their organizations are not inclined to) point out that their organizations are not inclined to point out that their organizations are not inclined topoint out that their organizations are not inclined to 
devote resources for the personnel training�� from this point of view they prefer to hire staff�� from this point of view they prefer to hire stafffrom this point of view they prefer to hire staff 
���� ��e ne�ess�r�� qu�l�f�����on �nd exper�en�e�� ������ ��lre�d�� prep�red��� ��e �n�es��en� �n�� ������ ��lre�d�� prep�red��� ��e �n�es��en� �n������ ��lre�d�� prep�red��� ��e �n�es��en� �n����� ��lre�d�� prep�red��� ��e �n�es��en� �nalready prepared”. the investment in”. the investment inthe investment in 
qualification increase of the seasonal staff by tradition is almost missing, as it is considered as of the seasonal staff by tradition is almost missing, as it is considered asof the seasonal staff by tradition is almost missing, as it is considered as by tradition is almost missing, as it is considered asby tradition is almost missing, as it is considered as, as it is considered asas it is considered as it is considered asit is considered as 
economically undue. �hen it is practiced, it is without quitting the job.. �hen it is practiced, it is without quitting the job.�hen it is practiced, it is without quitting the job., it is without quitting the job.it is without quitting the job..

Viara SLAVIANSKA. Some Problems with Human Resource Management in Bulgarian Tourist  Organizations
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Figure 5: Results from the question “Does your organization provide regular 
training activities for the personnel?”

as far as the permanent staff is concerned, only middle managers are sent from time, only middle managers are sent from timeonly middle managers are sent from time 
to time on training in skills for communication, motivation, interviewing and staff selection,, motivation, interviewing and staff selection,motivation, interviewing and staff selection,, interviewing and staff selection,interviewing and staff selection,, 
conflict management, persuading and team building. only five organizations invest in language, persuading and team building. only five organizations invest in languagepersuading and team building. only five organizations invest in language and team building. only five organizations invest in languageand team building. only five organizations invest in language. only five organizations invest in language only five organizations invest in language 
preparation of the personnel as they offer language courses in russian and german, at two 
levels�� the classes are conducted in suitable time for the employees. one of the organizations�� the classes are conducted in suitable time for the employees. one of the organizationsthe classes are conducted in suitable time for the employees. one of the organizations. one of the organizationsone of the organizations 
carries out training through exchange of experience: there are organized visits in different: there are organized visits in differentthere are organized visits in different in differentin different 
hotels from the chain, where the employees exchange their experience and impressions with the, where the employees exchange their experience and impressions with thewhere the employees exchange their experience and impressions with the and impressions with theand impressions with the 
purpose to standardize the offered tourist product. in the same hotel there exists also a practice. in the same hotel there exists also a practicein the same hotel there exists also a practice 
to probate and to be trained students of tourism – as an investment in future highly qualified students of tourism – as an investment in future highly qualifiedstudents of tourism – as an investment in future highly qualified– as an investment in future highly qualifiedas an investment in future highly qualified 
management cadres..

Motivation of Personnel

having in mind the fact that the information concerning the financial rewards in bulgaria 
is considered as confidential, this part of the questionnaire does not provide quite comprehensive, this part of the questionnaire does not provide quite comprehensivethis part of the questionnaire does not provide quite comprehensive 
(and realistic) data for the study. it is also supposed that the employees are not inclined to give data for the study. it is also supposed that the employees are not inclined to givedata for the study. it is also supposed that the employees are not inclined to give. it is also supposed that the employees are not inclined to giveit is also supposed that the employees are not inclined to give 
information that is contrary to the bulgarian legislation. 

all the investigated organizations practice as a form of employment for their administrative 
personnel labor agreement for indefinite period, and for the rest – temporary agreements. there, and for the rest – temporary agreements. thereand for the rest – temporary agreements. there– temporary agreements. theretemporary agreements. there therethere 
are not found flexible forms of employment. in all organizations the employees are provided on. in all organizations the employees are provided onin all organizations the employees are provided on 
their real incomes, and the extraordinary and additional work is paid., and the extraordinary and additional work is paid.and the extraordinary and additional work is paid. the extraordinary and additional work is paid.the extraordinary and additional work is paid. is paid.is paid..

the financial stimulation for achieved results is realized in the form of bonuses to the 
salary in all the studied organizations. the seasonal staff is stimulated through a supplement. the seasonal staff is stimulated through a supplementthe seasonal staff is stimulated through a supplement 
and proportion from the monthly earnings of the enterprise and through many social gains and through many social gainsand through many social gains many social gainsmany social gains 
– free sleeping accommodations, feeding, uniforms, etc. unfortunately, according to 67 ��free sleeping accommodations, feeding, uniforms, etc. unfortunately, according to 67 ��, feeding, uniforms, etc. unfortunately, according to 67 �� feeding, uniforms, etc. unfortunately, according to 67 ��, uniforms, etc. unfortunately, according to 67 ��uniforms, etc. unfortunately, according to 67 �� unfortunately, according to 67 ��unfortunately, according to 67 ��, according to 67 ��according to 67 ��67 �� of 
the investigated, the employees are not clear about the amount of the bonus, nor yet about the, nor yet about thenor yet about the 
regularity of its receiving.. 

Figure 6: Results from the question “Are you clear about the amount of the bo-
nus, which you receive to your monthly salary?”

 

78�� 

19�� 
3�� 

no 
yes, but only for the 
managers 
yes, for the whole 
personnel 

 

43�� 

33�� 
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131in none of the hotels there are practiced rotation, job enlargement or enrichment, as well, job enlargement or enrichment, as welljob enlargement or enrichment, as well, as wellas well 
as autonomous working groups. most of the respondents (73 ��) point out that the organizations. most of the respondents (73 ��) point out that the organizationsmost of the respondents (73 ��) point out that the organizations (73 ��) point out that the organizations(73 ��) point out that the organizations73 ��) point out that the organizations) point out that the organizations point out that the organizationspoint out that the organizations 
periodically investigate their personnel for establishment of factors, connected with motivation their personnel for establishment of factors, connected with motivationtheir personnel for establishment of factors, connected with motivation, connected with motivationconnected with motivation 
and satisfaction (attitude towards work, atmosphere, conflicts, problems, etc.). 83 �� of the (attitude towards work, atmosphere, conflicts, problems, etc.). 83 �� of the(attitude towards work, atmosphere, conflicts, problems, etc.). 83 �� of the, atmosphere, conflicts, problems, etc.). 83 �� of theatmosphere, conflicts, problems, etc.). 83 �� of the, conflicts, problems, etc.). 83 �� of theconflicts, problems, etc.). 83 �� of the, problems, etc.). 83 �� of theproblems, etc.). 83 �� of the.). 83 �� of the). 83 �� of the. 83 �� of theof the thethe 
investigated point out the organizing of team building parties at least once a year. according to team building parties at least once a year. according toteam building parties at least once a year. according to building parties at least once a year. according tobuilding parties at least once a year. according to once a year. according toonce a year. according to. according toaccording to 
28 �� the prize employee of the month\year is used as a motivator as well.the prize employee of the month\year is used as a motivator as well..

Assessment of Personnel

all the organizations periodically assess their employees, as according to 9 �� of the, as according to 9 �� of theas according to 9 �� of the9 �� of the of the 
respondents this happens once in a month, according to 35 �� – once in three months, according35 �� – once in three months, according – once in three months, according– once in three months, accordingonce in three months, according, accordingaccording 
to 26 �� – once in six months, and according to 30 �� – once in a year. the technology of26 �� – once in six months, and according to 30 �� – once in a year. the technology ofonce in six months, and according to 30 �� – once in a year. the technology of, and according to 30 �� – once in a year. the technology ofand according to 30 �� – once in a year. the technology of30 �� – once in a year. the technology ofonce in a year. the technology of. the technology of the technology of 
attestation is traditional: the forms are filled in by the direct managers and are then given to: the forms are filled in by the direct managers and are then given tothe forms are filled in by the direct managers and are then given to 
the top manager, who takes decisions about due actions: discharge, fine, reprimand, bonus to, who takes decisions about due actions: discharge, fine, reprimand, bonus towho takes decisions about due actions: discharge, fine, reprimand, bonus to: discharge, fine, reprimand, bonus todischarge, fine, reprimand, bonus to, fine, reprimand, bonus tofine, reprimand, bonus to, reprimand, bonus toreprimand, bonus to, bonus tobonus to 
the salary, promotion. in principle, the employee has the right to objections, but this happens, promotion. in principle, the employee has the right to objections, but this happenspromotion. in principle, the employee has the right to objections, but this happens. in principle, the employee has the right to objections, but this happensin principle, the employee has the right to objections, but this happens, the employee has the right to objections, but this happensthe employee has the right to objections, but this happens, but this happensbut this happens 
almost never. there are used the classical indices volume and quality of the accomplished. there are used the classical indices volume and quality of the accomplishedthere are used the classical indices volume and quality of the accomplished 
work, working procedures and standards, labor discipline�� there are applied 5 grade or 6 grade, working procedures and standards, labor discipline�� there are applied 5 grade or 6 grade working procedures and standards, labor discipline�� there are applied 5 grade or 6 grade, labor discipline�� there are applied 5 grade or 6 gradelabor discipline�� there are applied 5 grade or 6 grade�� there are applied 5 grade or 6 gradethere are applied 5 grade or 6 grade5 grade or 6 gradegrade or 6 grade6 gradegrade 
systems..

Figure 7: Results from the question “How often is done the assessment of per-
sonnel in your organization?”

20 �� of the respondents point out the investigation of tourists as another kind ofof the respondents point out the investigation of tourists as another kind of the respondents point out the investigation of tourists as another kind ofthe respondents point out the investigation of tourists as another kind of 
assessment, on the basis of which punishments or encouragements for the personnel are, on the basis of which punishments or encouragements for the personnel areon the basis of which punishments or encouragements for the personnel are or encouragements for the personnel areor encouragements for the personnel are encouragements for the personnel areencouragements for the personnel are for the personnel arefor the personnel are 
determined. usually it is done by the hrm specialists.. usually it is done by the hrm specialists.usually it is done by the hrm specialists..  

Discussion 

Positioning of HRM Function in the Organization

it is a positive fact that most of the hotels have at their disposal a department or a position,, 
formally engaged with the hrm functions�� at the same time, the fundamental decisions about�� at the same time, the fundamental decisions aboutat the same time, the fundamental decisions about, the fundamental decisions aboutthe fundamental decisions about 
the different activities are made by the linear managers, and the hrm specialists have rather, and the hrm specialists have ratherand the hrm specialists have rather 
subsidiary and consulting role. the strong decentralization of the function in direction of and consulting role. the strong decentralization of the function in direction ofand consulting role. the strong decentralization of the function in direction of. the strong decentralization of the function in direction ofthe strong decentralization of the function in direction of 
empowerment of the direct managers respectively increases the requirements to their knowledge respectively increases the requirements to their knowledgerespectively increases the requirements to their knowledge 
and skills in this field.. 

it should be noted that even where there exists a hrm position, it is not presented in the, it is not presented in theit is not presented in the 
go�ern�ng bod���� ������ �� ��s no� � s�r��eg�� role�� ����� ques��ons ��e �oord�n���on be��een ��e�� ������ �� ��s no� � s�r��eg�� role�� ����� ques��ons ��e �oord�n���on be��een ��e������ �� ��s no� � s�r��eg�� role�� ����� ques��ons ��e �oord�n���on be��een ��e����� �� ��s no� � s�r��eg�� role�� ����� ques��ons ��e �oord�n���on be��een ��eit has not a strategic role, which questions the coordination between the, which questions the coordination between thewhich questions the coordination between the questions the coordination between thequestions the coordination between the the coordination between thethe coordination between the 
corporative strategies and the hrm strategies and politics.. 

 
9�� 

35�� 

26�� 

30�� 
once in a month 
once in three months 
once in six months 
once in a year 
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132 Human Resource Planning

probably the lack of strategic orientation with regard to the human factor determines also 
the lack of interest to extensive research on the part of the management and giving preferences giving preferencesgiving preferences 
to intuitive methods of planning. moreover, the lack of computerized system for hrm or with. moreover, the lack of computerized system for hrm or withmoreover, the lack of computerized system for hrm or with, the lack of computerized system for hrm or withthe lack of computerized system for hrm or with 
insufficient opportunities for process analysis creates difficulties for the managers to perform 
qualitative prognosis activities.

a negative impression is made by the circumstance, that the investigated organizations do, that the investigated organizations dothat the investigated organizations do 
not analyze the state of the available personnel and the effectiveness of every job, as well as the, as well as theas well as the 
reasons for fluctuation (especially of the high-qualified personnel). (especially of the high-qualified personnel).(especially of the high-qualified personnel).. a considerable facilitation 
in the planning creates the fact that the hotels prefer to work with tourist agencies which provide 
the basic share of the tourist flow (mostly german, english and russian tourists). thus, on the (mostly german, english and russian tourists). thus, on the(mostly german, english and russian tourists). thus, on the, english and russian tourists). thus, on theenglish and russian tourists). thus, on the. thus, on thethus, on the, on theon the 
basis of the concluded agreements, it is reached better prognostication of the tourist services’, it is reached better prognostication of the tourist services’it is reached better prognostication of the tourist services’ 
demand and respectively of the necessary personnel (at least in regard to the vacation tourism, the necessary personnel (at least in regard to the vacation tourism,the necessary personnel (at least in regard to the vacation tourism, (at least in regard to the vacation tourism,(at least in regard to the vacation tourism,, 
which is seasonal by nature on our black sea).. 

Recruitment and Selection of Personnel

recruitment of the human resources from the internal labor market has many advantages 
and mostly it has a good effect on the motivation and atmosphere in the organization.at the same it has a good effect on the motivation and atmosphere in the organization.at the sameit has a good effect on the motivation and atmosphere in the organization.at the same. at the sameat the same 
time, the advertising in internet gives an opportunity to attract more candidates and respectively, the advertising in internet gives an opportunity to attract more candidates and respectivelythe advertising in internet gives an opportunity to attract more candidates and respectively 
more abundant choice, especially in cases when the organization is not willing to rely on former choice, especially in cases when the organization is not willing to rely on formerchoice, especially in cases when the organization is not willing to rely on former, especially in cases when the organization is not willing to rely on formerespecially in cases when the organization is not willing to rely on former 
personnel for one or another reason. Despite all, the national advertisement always contains risk. Despite all, the national advertisement always contains riskDespite all, the national advertisement always contains risk, the national advertisement always contains riskthe national advertisement always contains risk 
of attracting inappropriate candidates from the interior of the country, which look at the offered, which look at the offeredwhich look at the offered 
opportunity for a job as a way to spend one more prolonged vacation at the seaside, do not look, do not lookdo not look 
seriously at the seasonal employment (especially if they are low qualified) and respectively feel (especially if they are low qualified) and respectively feel(especially if they are low qualified) and respectively feel and respectively feeland respectively feel 
minimum motivation and attachment to the organization. motivation and attachment to the organization.motivation and attachment to the organization. attachment to the organization.attachment to the organization. to the organization.to the organization..

not using of personal specifications makes the selection process more difficult, because, becausebecause 
the interviewer does not have at his\her disposal preliminary prepared requirements of the does not have at his\her disposal preliminary prepared requirements of thedoes not have at his\her disposal preliminary prepared requirements of the prepared requirements of theprepared requirements of the 
compulsory and recommended professional and personal qualities of the candidate. in this and recommended professional and personal qualities of the candidate. in thisand recommended professional and personal qualities of the candidate. in this of the candidate. in thisof the candidate. in this. in thisin this 
situation the methodical and consistent approach is not impossible and this puts a great amount 
freedom and bias in the decision making. in terms of the greater impartiality and reducing the in the decision making. in terms of the greater impartiality and reducing thein the decision making. in terms of the greater impartiality and reducing the. in terms of the greater impartiality and reducing thein terms of the greater impartiality and reducing the impartiality and reducing theimpartiality and reducing the and reducing theand reducing the 
risk of mistakes, it is recommended the interviews to be conducted in the presence of or at, it is recommended the interviews to be conducted in the presence of or atit is recommended the interviews to be conducted in the presence of or at 
least after the discussion with the hr manager�� the organizations would gain from the panel�� the organizations would gain from the panelthe organizations would gain from the panel 
interviews, i.e. before committee. currently the influence of hrm specialists over the choice committee. currently the influence of hrm specialists over the choicecommittee. currently the influence of hrm specialists over the choice currently the influence of hrm specialists over the choicecurrently the influence of hrm specialists over the choice 
of candidates is quite weak and because of this a serious preparation of the direct managers in 
connection with selection techniques and procedures is needed. there should not be overlooked. there should not be overlookedthere should not be overlooked 
also the problems that creates the usage of job characteristics, designed or translated (which is, designed or translated (which isdesigned or translated (which is (which is(which is 
not unusual in international hotel chains, for example) by specialists, who are not familiar with by specialists, who are not familiar withby specialists, who are not familiar with, who are not familiar withwho are not familiar with 
the specificity of the concrete job in the hotel.. 

Despite that the dominating selection criteria are somewhat logical, a negative impression, a negative impressiona negative impression 
is made by the neglecting of the influence of personal characteristics, skills and qualities, namely the influence of personal characteristics, skills and qualities, namelythe influence of personal characteristics, skills and qualities, namely, skills and qualities, namelyskills and qualities, namely, namelynamely 
– broad general knowledge, personal charm, communication skills, teamwork skills, initiative,broad general knowledge, personal charm, communication skills, teamwork skills, initiative,, personal charm, communication skills, teamwork skills, initiative,personal charm, communication skills, teamwork skills, initiative,, communication skills, teamwork skills, initiative,communication skills, teamwork skills, initiative,, teamwork skills, initiative,teamwork skills, initiative,, initiative,initiative,, 
positive attitude towards the client, etc..

Introduction of the Newly Appointed Employees

the introduction in the job is treated as a key factor for retaining the personnel. but. butbut 
unfortunately, despite that the trainings are formally provided, they are not conducted in, despite that the trainings are formally provided, they are not conducted indespite that the trainings are formally provided, they are not conducted in, they are not conducted inthey are not conducted in 
practice. besides this, one week is a quite short period for affiliation with the group and the. besides this, one week is a quite short period for affiliation with the group and thebesides this, one week is a quite short period for affiliation with the group and the and theand the 
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133organization, as the crisis of affiliation continues at least one month., as the crisis of affiliation continues at least one month.as the crisis of affiliation continues at least one month. at least one month.at least one month..
it is recommended the hrm specialists to participate in this process, at least as far as, at least as far asat least as far as 

the information, referring the organization as a whole, is concerned. this would facilitate the, referring the organization as a whole, is concerned. this would facilitate thereferring the organization as a whole, is concerned. this would facilitate the. this would facilitate thethis would facilitate the 
direct managers and probably would result in a greater chance of practical realization of the 
trainings.. 

Training of Personnel

Definitely the training of personnel is not a priority in the investigated organizations,, 
�oreo�er �� ��s � ��r�ed re�����e ���r���er�� ������ �� resul�s fro� ���nges �n ��e en��ron�en� �� ��s � ��r�ed re�����e ���r���er�� ������ �� resul�s fro� ���nges �n ��e en��ron�en��� ��s � ��r�ed re�����e ���r���er�� ������ �� resul�s fro� ���nges �n ��e en��ron�en��� ������ �� resul�s fro� ���nges �n ��e en��ron�en������� �� resul�s fro� ���nges �n ��e en��ron�en������ �� resul�s fro� ���nges �n ��e en��ron�en�it results from changes in the environment changes in the environmentchanges in the environment 
or is directed towards overcoming arising difficulties (a necessity of skills for working with 
new software, equipment or menus, high turnover, serious problems in the departments, etc.)., equipment or menus, high turnover, serious problems in the departments, etc.).equipment or menus, high turnover, serious problems in the departments, etc.)., high turnover, serious problems in the departments, etc.).high turnover, serious problems in the departments, etc.)., serious problems in the departments, etc.).serious problems in the departments, etc.).. 
probably one of the reasons for this is the inherent to bulgarian sea tourism pronounced sea tourism pronouncedsea tourism pronounced tourism pronouncedtourism pronounced pronouncedpronounced 
seasonality and stemming from it turnover. and stemming from it turnover.and stemming from it turnover..

�ith privileges is used the attraction of prepared personnel or on the job training, which personnel or on the job training, whichpersonnel or on the job training, which, whichwhich 
has its undoubted advantages, but requires more attention towards the important components advantages, but requires more attention towards the important componentsadvantages, but requires more attention towards the important components, but requires more attention towards the important componentsbut requires more attention towards the important components 
of this process: stimulation of the coach, creation of a favorable environment, assuming: stimulation of the coach, creation of a favorable environment, assumingstimulation of the coach, creation of a favorable environment, assuming, creation of a favorable environment, assumingcreation of a favorable environment, assuming, assumingassuming 
responsibility from both sides (which at present are missing). both sides (which at present are missing).both sides (which at present are missing). (which at present are missing).(which at present are missing)..

most of the trainings are given to the middle management, and it is forgotten that the, and it is forgotten that theand it is forgotten that the 
service of guests is carried out by every one – from the chambermaids to the very top levels in– from the chambermaids to the very top levels infrom the chambermaids to the very top levels in 
the hierarchy (then it seems that the impressions of the tourists for the organization are formed (then it seems that the impressions of the tourists for the organization are formed(then it seems that the impressions of the tourists for the organization are formed are formedare formed 
from their contacts with the least trained, qualified and motivated employees). their contacts with the least trained, qualified and motivated employees).their contacts with the least trained, qualified and motivated employees). trained, qualified and motivated employees).trained, qualified and motivated employees).. 

besides this it is necessary the hrm specialists to have a more active role. it is necessary the hrm specialists to have a more active role.it is necessary the hrm specialists to have a more active role..

Motivation of Personnel

the motivation of personnel is also a neglected aspect of hrm in the investigated hrm in the investigatedhrm in the investigated 
organizations. in the situation of a global economic crisis, adversely affecting the labor price on. in the situation of a global economic crisis, adversely affecting the labor price onin the situation of a global economic crisis, adversely affecting the labor price on, adversely affecting the labor price onadversely affecting the labor price on 
the market, the labor expenses are an insignificant part of the operative expenses of the hotels, the labor expenses are an insignificant part of the operative expenses of the hotelsthe labor expenses are an insignificant part of the operative expenses of the hotels part of the operative expenses of the hotelspart of the operative expenses of the hotels expenses of the hotelsexpenses of the hotels of the hotelsof the hotels 
(not more than 1\5).1\5).).. 

the variable part of the reward, intended for a stimulation of the individual contribution,, intended for a stimulation of the individual contribution,intended for a stimulation of the individual contribution,, 
could hardly have any considerable motivating effect because of its uncertainty. in general, motivating effect because of its uncertainty. in general,motivating effect because of its uncertainty. in general,. in general,in general,, 
motivation is directed towards the satisfaction of primary needs of the employees through needs of the employees throughneeds of the employees through 
financial rewards and permanent labor agreements. it is still assumed that the staff is gaining permanent labor agreements. it is still assumed that the staff is gainingpermanent labor agreements. it is still assumed that the staff is gaining labor agreements. it is still assumed that the staff is gaininglabor agreements. it is still assumed that the staff is gaining. it is still assumed that the staff is gainingit is still assumed that the staff is gaining 
quite good tips, and therefore there is no need for improving the scheme of rewards., and therefore there is no need for improving the scheme of rewards.and therefore there is no need for improving the scheme of rewards.. 

unfortunately the moral stimuli are also missing. the jobs are not designed from the. the jobs are not designed from thethe jobs are not designed from the 
pos���ons of s���sf����on�� ������ ��e�� l��� �n�orpor��ed �ns�de �o�����ors�� ��ere �re no� used ��e�� ������ ��e�� l��� �n�orpor��ed �ns�de �o�����ors�� ��ere �re no� used ��e������ ��e�� l��� �n�orpor��ed �ns�de �o�����ors�� ��ere �re no� used ��e����� ��e�� l��� �n�orpor��ed �ns�de �o�����ors�� ��ere �re no� used ��ethey lack incorporated inside motivators�� there are not used the there are not used thethere are not used the 
opportunities for rotation as well. as a whole, there are missing efforts towards the satisfaction. as a whole, there are missing efforts towards the satisfactionas a whole, there are missing efforts towards the satisfaction, there are missing efforts towards the satisfactionthere are missing efforts towards the satisfaction 
of achievement, recognition and self realization needs..

the results of the periodical investigations about the motivating factors are not taken into 
�ons�der���on�� ������ ���e no �nfluen�e o�er ��e pol���� of re��rds�� �� d�s�d��n��ge �s �lso ��e l����� ������ ���e no �nfluen�e o�er ��e pol���� of re��rds�� �� d�s�d��n��ge �s �lso ��e l��������� ���e no �nfluen�e o�er ��e pol���� of re��rds�� �� d�s�d��n��ge �s �lso ��e l�������� ���e no �nfluen�e o�er ��e pol���� of re��rds�� �� d�s�d��n��ge �s �lso ��e l���have no influence over the policy of rewards. a disadvantage is also the lack. a disadvantage is also the lacka disadvantage is also the lack 
of flexible forms of employment..

Assessment of Personnel

the meaning of the attestation as an official procedure for assessing work is in that to 
determine the potential of the staff and the needs of its development, as well as to create an, as well as to create anas well as to create an 
opportunity for binding the quality and quantity of work with its payment�� if it does not reach�� if it does not reachif it does not reach 
these goals, it is absolutely useless., it is absolutely useless.it is absolutely useless.. 

the results of the attestation in the investigated organizations are used mainly in 
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134 determining the variable part of the reward and have no influence on specifying the necessity of 
training, reorganizing of the working process or the manpower planning. however it seems that, reorganizing of the working process or the manpower planning. however it seems thatreorganizing of the working process or the manpower planning. however it seems that or the manpower planning. however it seems thator the manpower planning. however it seems that. however it seems thathowever it seems that 
the appraisal of the performance is cursory, it is approached quite formally and routine, which, it is approached quite formally and routine, whichit is approached quite formally and routine, which and routine, whichand routine, which, whichwhich 
is an indicator that the managers are not aware of its benefits. it is necessary the attestation to be. it is necessary the attestation to beit is necessary the attestation to be 
performed constructively, properly and mainly in help for the development of the employee., properly and mainly in help for the development of the employee.properly and mainly in help for the development of the employee. and mainly in help for the development of the employee.and mainly in help for the development of the employee.. 

besides this, there are reasons to doubt in the degree of preparation of the direct managers, there are reasons to doubt in the degree of preparation of the direct managersthere are reasons to doubt in the degree of preparation of the direct managers 
in connection with the techniques for attestation, having in mind the forms and frequency of, having in mind the forms and frequency ofhaving in mind the forms and frequency of 
training, which are offered to them. probably for this reason they tend to approach this process, which are offered to them. probably for this reason they tend to approach this processwhich are offered to them. probably for this reason they tend to approach this process. probably for this reason they tend to approach this processprobably for this reason they tend to approach this process 
more dictatorially and conservative – it is not included the self assessment, nor the attestation– it is not included the self assessment, nor the attestationit is not included the self assessment, nor the attestation, nor the attestationnor the attestation 
interview or the valuation forming jointly with the subordinate.. 

Conclusions

in the context of the presented results, it develops the assumption that hrm probably, it develops the assumption that hrm probablyit develops the assumption that hrm probably probablyprobably 
bears a great part of the blame for the inefficiency of the personnel and respectively for the 
low quality of service in the investigated organizations from the tourist branch. �ith minimum �ith minimum�ith minimum 
exceptions, concerning mostly representatives of international hotel chains, the situation has a, concerning mostly representatives of international hotel chains, the situation has aconcerning mostly representatives of international hotel chains, the situation has a of international hotel chains, the situation has aof international hotel chains, the situation has a, the situation has athe situation has a 
great number of negative dimensions. the hotels have difficulties with finding a qualitative staff. the hotels have difficulties with finding a qualitative staffthe hotels have difficulties with finding a qualitative staff 
and can not overcome mistakes in the service, caused by the shortage of social and other skills mistakes in the service, caused by the shortage of social and other skillsmistakes in the service, caused by the shortage of social and other skills, caused by the shortage of social and other skillscaused by the shortage of social and other skills 
in the employees. at the same time, the labor relations are often unfair and sometimes illegal. at the same time, the labor relations are often unfair and sometimes illegalat the same time, the labor relations are often unfair and sometimes illegal, the labor relations are often unfair and sometimes illegalthe labor relations are often unfair and sometimes illegal and sometimes illegaland sometimes illegal 
as well (untimely salary payment, working without a labor agreement, provisions on minimum salary payment, working without a labor agreement, provisions on minimumsalary payment, working without a labor agreement, provisions on minimum, working without a labor agreement, provisions on minimumworking without a labor agreement, provisions on minimum, provisions on minimumprovisions on minimum minimumminimum 
working salary, etc.) there are serious problems with turnover, which give indications for a low there are serious problems with turnover, which give indications for a lowthere are serious problems with turnover, which give indications for a low, which give indications for a lowwhich give indications for a low 
quality of the working life and in any case have negative consequences for the organization. have negative consequences for the organization.have negative consequences for the organization.. 

although there exist positions, formally engaged with hrm function, they do not have, formally engaged with hrm function, they do not haveformally engaged with hrm function, they do not have, they do not havethey do not have 
a strategic significance. the delegation of activities, connected with personnel management, to. the delegation of activities, connected with personnel management, tothe delegation of activities, connected with personnel management, to, connected with personnel management, toconnected with personnel management, to, toto 
the linear managers, is confronted with their lack of relevant skills for designing adequate job is confronted with their lack of relevant skills for designing adequate jobis confronted with their lack of relevant skills for designing adequate job 
characteristics and personal specifications, for conducting a quality staff selection, including the, for conducting a quality staff selection, including thefor conducting a quality staff selection, including the, including theincluding the 
application of reliable and valid instruments, for making appropriate programs for motivation valid instruments, for making appropriate programs for motivationvalid instruments, for making appropriate programs for motivation instruments, for making appropriate programs for motivationinstruments, for making appropriate programs for motivation, for making appropriate programs for motivationfor making appropriate programs for motivation appropriate programs for motivationappropriate programs for motivation 
and training, for holding successful attestations, etc. at present the basic hrm activities are, for holding successful attestations, etc. at present the basic hrm activities arefor holding successful attestations, etc. at present the basic hrm activities are. at present the basic hrm activities areat present the basic hrm activities are 
carried out mainly as a binding administrative process, devoid of every logical commitment. as a binding administrative process, devoid of every logical commitment.as a binding administrative process, devoid of every logical commitment. administrative process, devoid of every logical commitment.administrative process, devoid of every logical commitment. process, devoid of every logical commitment.process, devoid of every logical commitment., devoid of every logical commitment.devoid of every logical commitment. every logical commitment.every logical commitment. logical commitment.logical commitment. commitment.commitment.. 
there are apparent serious gaps and even flagrant errors in the realization of all activities,, 
composing this function..

undoubtedly the global financial and economical crisis, in which bulgaria is, leaves its the global financial and economical crisis, in which bulgaria is, leaves itsthe global financial and economical crisis, in which bulgaria is, leaves its, in which bulgaria is, leaves itsin which bulgaria is, leaves its, leaves itsleaves its 
imprint on the tourist branch, as it causes a constant drop in the hotel incomes�� this provokes a, as it causes a constant drop in the hotel incomes�� this provokes aas it causes a constant drop in the hotel incomes�� this provokes a�� this provokes athis provokes a 
natural strive for survival through reduction of the expenses, including the ones connected with, including the ones connected withincluding the ones connected with 
hrm. in this sense, the crisis somewhat explains, but does not excuse the applied approach. in this sense, the crisis somewhat explains, but does not excuse the applied approachin this sense, the crisis somewhat explains, but does not excuse the applied approach, the crisis somewhat explains, but does not excuse the applied approachthe crisis somewhat explains, but does not excuse the applied approach explains, but does not excuse the applied approachexplains, but does not excuse the applied approach, but does not excuse the applied approachbut does not excuse the applied approach the applied approachthe applied approach 
to the personnel in the investigated organizations. one of the priorities in the companies’ anti- one of the priorities in the companies’ anti-one of the priorities in the companies’ anti-
crisis policy is a preservation of the so called �quality part” of hr at all levels (management�quality part” of hr at all levels (managementquality part” of hr at all levels (management” of hr at all levels (managementof hr at all levels (management at all levels (managementat all levels (management (management(management 
team, specialists, workers)�� they are the real bearers of the competitive advantage. in fact, the, specialists, workers)�� they are the real bearers of the competitive advantage. in fact, thespecialists, workers)�� they are the real bearers of the competitive advantage. in fact, the, workers)�� they are the real bearers of the competitive advantage. in fact, theworkers)�� they are the real bearers of the competitive advantage. in fact, the�� they are the real bearers of the competitive advantage. in fact, thethey are the real bearers of the competitive advantage. in fact, the real bearers of the competitive advantage. in fact, thereal bearers of the competitive advantage. in fact, the of the competitive advantage. in fact, theof the competitive advantage. in fact, the. in fact, thein fact, the 
thesis about the quality part of hr is not new, but it is particularly actual nowadays, and at the of hr is not new, but it is particularly actual nowadays, and at theof hr is not new, but it is particularly actual nowadays, and at the, and at theand at the 
same time frequently disregarded.. the investigated organizations do not identify their quality 
employees, underestimate the performance assessment, which is at the root of the possible, underestimate the performance assessment, which is at the root of the possibleunderestimate the performance assessment, which is at the root of the possible the performance assessment, which is at the root of the possiblethe performance assessment, which is at the root of the possible, which is at the root of the possiblewhich is at the root of the possible 
objective establishment of the quality employees, underestimate the causal effect relationship of the quality employees, underestimate the causal effect relationshipof the quality employees, underestimate the causal effect relationship, underestimate the causal effect relationshipunderestimate the causal effect relationship the causal effect relationshipthe causal effect relationship 
�usefulness �nd �or�� of ��e e�plo��ee for ��e org�n�����on �� ��lue�pr��e of ��e e�plo��ee��� ������ �nusefulness �nd �or�� of ��e e�plo��ee for ��e org�n�����on �� ��lue�pr��e of ��e e�plo��ee��� ������ �n �� ��lue�pr��e of ��e e�plo��ee��� ������ �n��lue�pr��e of ��e e�plo��ee��� ������ �n�pr��e of ��e e�plo��ee��� ������ �npr��e of ��e e�plo��ee��� ������ �n��� ������ �n������ �n����� �nin 
practice there are missing mechanisms for retaining these employees. it is especially important mechanisms for retaining these employees. it is especially importantmechanisms for retaining these employees. it is especially important. it is especially importantit is especially important 
the employers not only to realize the significance of motivation, but also to make sense of it, the significance of motivation, but also to make sense of it,the significance of motivation, but also to make sense of it,, but also to make sense of it,but also to make sense of it,, 
going beyond the scope of the purely financial stimuli, as well as the fact that the investments financial stimuli, as well as the fact that the investmentsfinancial stimuli, as well as the fact that the investments, as well as the fact that the investmentsas well as the fact that the investments 
in personnel training and development are intended to �produce” quality employees. to �produce” quality employees.to �produce” quality employees. �produce” quality employees.produce” quality employees.” quality employees.quality employees..   

the state of the material and technical foundation and the variety in the offers are not key the offers are not keythe offers are not key 
success factors in the hotel keeping for a long time. to be able to attract a more solvent segment. to be able to attract a more solvent segmentto be able to attract a more solvent segment a more solvent segmenta more solvent segment 
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135of the european market, bulgarian sea resorts should improve first of all the level of service,, bulgarian sea resorts should improve first of all the level of service,bulgarian sea resorts should improve first of all the level of service, the level of service,the level of service,, 
which is directly connected with more precise employee selection and creating conditions for 
development and enhancement of their competency and motivation. of their competency and motivation.of their competency and motivation.. 
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